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ABSTRACT
Intrinsically disordered proteins are now widely accepted to play crucial roles in biological functions.
Identification of signatures of intrinsic disorder is one of the key steps towards building a proper rep-
ertoire for their occurrence in proteomes. In this work, systematic computational synthesis of a library
of all possible (3368400) dipeptides, tripeptides, tetrapeptides and pentapeptides using the natural 20
amino acids allowed us to identify 36 unique tetrapeptides present exclusively in intrinsically disor-
dered proteins and absent in the complete primary sequence space of naturally occurring structured
proteins. Further, out of more than 530000 known naturally occurring primary sequences without any
structural information, 1349 sequences contain the above identified unique signatures of intrinsic dis-
order. These sequences, having cellular functions varying from housekeeping to metabolic to trans-
port, more than double the number of the currently known intrinsically disordered proteins. On similar
lines, we report that 26577 pentapeptide signatures exclusive to intrinsically disordered proteins, and
absent in naturally occurring structured proteins, identify �50% of more than half-a-million curated
protein sequences without structural information to be intrinsically disordered. The results reported
are a major leap forward in exploring functional manifestations of intrinsically disordered proteins.
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Introduction

The concept of sequence-to-structure-to-function continues
to dominate the protein folding problem as a grand chal-
lenge. However since the turn of the current century, some
pioneering observations on existence of “hybrid proteins”
(sequences that only partly formed structured domains with
other parts resulting in intrinsically disordered protein
regions), with some biological activities, have led to an
increase in the interest on protein-disorder-related research
(Dunker et al., 2001, 2002; Dyson & Wright, 2005; Tompa,
2002; Uversky, 2002; Uversky et al., 2000; Wright & Dyson,
1999). Some of the earlier work provided indications for
existence of differences between amino acid compositions,
as well as their arrangements in primary sequences, of
ordered proteins/domains and “natively unfolded” proteins/
regions. For example, Uversky et al. (2000) pointed out that
“natively unfolded proteins” may possess high content of
similarly charged residues and low content of hydrophobic
residues. In a comprehensive review, Dunker et al. (2001)
proposed that residues can be grouped into order- and dis-
order- promoting categories based on comparative analysis
of primary sequences. These observations led to develop-
ment of “exploratory data mining” tools towards building
“rough, light-weight visual classifiers” during comparative

profiling of primary sequences (Vacic et al., 2007). In fact,
arguably fuelled by the above studies laying the foundations
for exploring the possibilities of specific biases in sequences
of ordered and disordered proteins/regions, investigations on
presence of protein sequences that do not fold into stable
structures and yet play key functional roles in biology have
become substantially significant over the last decade (Babu
et al., 2012; Chouard, 2011; Jensen & Blackledge, 2014;
Ozenne et al., 2012; Uversky, 2019; Zhang et al., 2018). These
protein sequences, if present as localized disordered-regions
within folded proteins are called intrinsically disordered
regions (IDRs). Alternatively, complete protein sequences
resulting in flexible conformers without a stable structure are
called Intrinsically Disordered Proteins (IDPs). While the
efforts towards solving “the protein folding problem” (i.e.
obtaining stable structures from primary sequences) have
dominated the literature over more than half-a-century
(Mittal et al., 2010 and references therein), the last decade
has seen a major thrust towards appreciating the importance
of IDPs and proteins with IDRs (Davey et al., 2012; Dinkel
et al., 2014; Gouw et al., 2017, 2018; van der Lee et al., 2014).
As of today, over 3000 IDRs and �1500 IDPs have been iden-
tified after careful curation of literature, and based on experi-
mental data, in the database called DisProt (Hatos et al.,
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2020; Piovesan et al., 2017). While these appear to be a min-
iscule fraction of total un-reviewed (over 177,750,000) pri-
mary sequences and even manually annotated & reviewed
(�562000) primary sequences (The UniProt Consortium,
2019), there is substantial appreciation for the continuous
increase observed in the number of IDPs and IDRs being
identified in proteomes (Chouard, 2011; Ozenne et al., 2012;
Zarin et al., 2019). This is primarily fuelled by the various
roles (direct and indirect) of IDPs that have been demon-
strated not just in crucial cellular and biological functions
(Berlow et al., 2018; Communie et al., 2014; Oldfield &
Dunker, 2014; Parigi et al., 2014; van der Lee et al., 2014;
Zhang et al., 2018), but also in pathologies resulting from
changes specifically in IDPs (Li & Babu, 2018; Meyer
et al., 2018).

Identification of IDPs gained substantial momentum with
the growing interest in their functional mediation, along
with that of IDRs, attributable to sequence-disorder relation-
ships (Babu et al., 2012). A modular view on protein sequen-
ces in genomes, with combinations of primary sequences
resulting in a mix of structured and disordered ensembles,
has started to emerge via a classification of short linear
motifs (SLiMs, or eukaryotic linear motifs ELMs) over the
years (Davey et al., 2012; Dinkel et al., 2014; Gouw et al.,
2017, 2018; van der Lee et al., 2014). Additionally, efforts
have also been directed towards identifying short contiguous
peptide sequences having functional manifestations in con-
text of whole proteins (Mi et al., 2012) along with search for
sequence determinants of intrinsic disorder (Martin et al.,
2016; Ota & Fukuchi, 2017). Beyond sequences, IDPs are also
viewed in terms of collections of conformations (“ensemble
descriptions”) that can result in important functionalities
resulting from flexible switching between conformers (Esta~na
et al., 2019; Jensen & Blackledge, 2014; Salvi et al., 2019;
Uversky, 2019). The above efforts, while appreciating the
divergence in the primary sequence space of IDPs, have
largely been directed towards extracting sequence-depend-
ent consensus features. However, these consensus-based
approaches, instead of certainty of universal applicability,
result in a case-by-case basis of functional understanding
and inclusion into the world of IDPs. In addition, a multitude
of previous studies, with careful assembling of datasets of
ordered and disordered proteins, have been dedicated to the
development of computational tools for predicting intrinsic
disorder and functional IDRs (reviewed in Katuwawala et al.,
2019) – these studies obtained composition and sequence
based sets of rules aimed at minimizing misclassification of
proteins; again these are limited by case-specific rather than
universal applicability. Thus, a suggestion of more than a mil-
lion instances of peptide motifs in the human proteome in
the context of IDPs (Tompa et al., 2014) appears to be prov-
ing almost prophetic. More recently, a comprehensive assess-
ment over 60 sequence-based disorder prediction methods
highlighted the fact that in spite of these methods being
theoretically applicable to datasets of proteins, the predic-
tions are limited to individual proteins only, with a case-by-
case assessment that is not universally applicable
(Katuwawala et al., 2019). Considering the limitations of

methods based on differences in amino acid compositions
and primary sequences between ordered proteins/domains
and IDPs/IDRs found based on rigorous and thorough analy-
ses, Katuwawala et al. (2019) concluded “Thus novel tools
that accurately identify the hard-to-predict proteins and that
make accurate predictions for these proteins are needed.”

Therefore, in this work, we apply an approach completely
different from the earlier efforts, to extract peptide signatures
of IDPs – note that our approach focuses primarily on IDPs
and not IDRs; thus while we extract peptide signatures of
IDPs, we do not necessarily assume that these peptides are
IDRs by themselves. In our approach, by computationally syn-
thesizing a library of all possible peptides up to pentapepti-
des, using the standard 20 amino acids, we identified
peptides that did not occur, i.e. were absent in primary
sequences of all known structured/folded proteins, by count-
ing occurrences of every possible peptide in the primary
sequences of all known structured/folded proteins. Next, we
specifically searched for the above absent peptides for their
presence in primary sequences of IDPs – again, we considered
only those sequences that are classified as IDPs while ignoring
sequences only classified as IDRs (these contain IDRs and may
be partially structured proteins) but not classified as IDPs. In
spite of the number of primary sequences of IDPs being �
5% of the number of primary sequences of structured/folded
proteins, we report the remarkable discovery of 36 unique tet-
rapeptides and 26577 pentapeptides that are exclusively pre-
sent only in IDPs. Finally, we found that these 36 unique
tetrapeptides are present only in about 1349 sequences out
of over 532000 naturally occurring primary sequences without
any structural information. Identification of these 1349 new
sequences (since they contain the unique signatures of IDPs)
almost doubles the number of known IDPs. Even more
remarkably, we found that the 26577 unique pentapeptides
specifically present only in IDPs, but absent in sequences with
structural information, are also present in a staggering 265407
primary sequences without any structural information (out of
the over 532000). This implies that almost 50% of the known
protein sequences are structurally disordered proteins. While
the whole of naturally occurring protein sequence space has
been hypothetically expected to have over 35% IDPs
(Chouard, 2011; Salvi et al., 2019), we provide the first direct
computational evidence, completely independent of
approaches searching for consensus sequences or specific
motifs in IDPs, supporting this idea. Importantly, the new
sequences are known to have cellular functions varying from
housekeeping to metabolic to material transport. We are very
hopeful that our findings will provide (a) a new dimension to
research on importance of disordered sequences with the
identified peptides serving as direct, unambiguous and univer-
sally applicable signatures of IDPs, and, (b) a leap forward in
building the repertoire of functional manifestations of intrin-
sically disordered proteins in biology.

Methods

Complete sequence data was downloaded from Uniprot
(Swiss-prot) and DisProt on 21 September 2019 as per
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instructions provided for offline analyses. Results presented
are from this dataset. Two earlier downloads of complete
sequence data on 15 February 2019 and 28 July 2019 were
done to develop and test the analytical codes (Mittal et al.,
2020). Negligible differences were observed in the overall
results obtained in the three datasets – this provides evi-
dence for the robustness of not only the Uniprot database
but also the analytical algorithms developed in this work.
Coding was done in Python for counting the number of
occurrences of peptides. Independent coding was done in
Java to confirm accuracy of the results up to the occurrences
of tripeptides. The final data analyses were done in MATLAB
(Mathworks, Inc.) and MS-Excel.

Results and discussion

Searching for peptides in the curated primary sequence
space of natural proteins

In order to search for unique peptide signatures of IDPs, the
first step was careful collection the available primary
sequence data. The UniProtKB knowledgebase (The UniProt
Consortium, 2019) has two primary databases – Swiss-Prot
containing over 560823 curated (manually annotated and
reviewed) sequences, and, TrEMBL containing over
177,750,000 un-reviewed sequences. To ensure reliability of
investigations, we first downloaded all curated sequences
available in the UniProtKB: Swiss-Prot database. Cross-refer-
encing the downloaded sequences, we found that 26960 of
the curated sequences in Swiss-Prot have well defined struc-
tures (�104000 with varying resolutions) in the Protein Data
Bank, PDB (Berman et al., 2000, 2007) – we called this data-
set as “StrucSeq” (given in supplementary Table S1). We also
found that over 1225 of the sequences in Swiss-Prot are
listed in the independent database for IDPs called DisProt
(Hatos et al., 2020; Piovesan et al., 2017) – we called this
dataset as “IDPsSeq” (given in supplementary Table S2).
Here, it is important to note that length of Swiss-Prot entries
may exceed the length of corresponding PDB sequences
since structural analyses are often based on truncated frag-
ments (of varying sizes) of proteins due to experimental limi-
tations. In fact, sequences may have IDRs which are removed
during structural analyses. In addition, structures reported in
PDB may have regions of missing electron density attribut-
able to IDRs. Thus, it may be argued that the above may
inflate the “StrucSeq” dataset by including potential IDRs.
Thus, in order to avoid ambiguities related to IDRs while
focussing only on IDPs, we purposefully classified all sequen-
ces in Swiss-Prot with entries corresponding to PDB as
“StrucSeq” – in essence, any sequence with “partial” structure
or complete structure is regarded as a member of
“StrucSeq”. In this way, we ensured focussing on IDPs only in
comparison to structured proteins (even if they have IDRs).
Now, it might be argued that such classification can intro-
duce some analytical biases inclusion of possible “hybrid”
Swiss-Prot entries into the “StrucSeq” may mask the pure
order-specific sequence signatures, by “diluting” them with
some disorder-specific signatures - however, this is not the
case in this work since the approach developed here

specifically explores disorder-specific signatures only without
any emphasis on possible order-specific signatures (see
below, next section onwards). The remaining (532638) cura-
ted sequences in Swiss-Prot were found to be without any
structural information – we called this dataset as “OnlySeq”
(due to the large file size, this dataset is provided as a .CSV
file at https://web.iitd.ac.in/~amittal/Data_Mittal_etal_IDPs_
JBSD.html). Thus, the complete Swiss-Prot dataset was classi-
fied into three mutually exclusive datasets called “OnlySeq”,
“SturcSeq” and “IDPsSeq” represented by light-grey, dark-
grey and black regions respectively in Figure 1A. In addtion
to the above, we also found 171 primary sequences in
DisProt that do not belong to Swiss-Prot, but to TrEMBL in
UniProtKB – we call this dataset of unreviewed sequences as
“IDPsUnRev” (given in supplementary Table S3): it is repre-
sented by the black region outside the Swiss-Prot light-grey
region in Figure 1A.

Figure 1. Searching for peptides in the curated primary sequence space of nat-
ural proteins. (A) Complete primary sequence space of natural proteins, in terms
of “manually annotated and reviewed” (curated) sequences is represented by the
light grey square. Of these more than half-a-million curated sequences in
UniProtKB (Swiss-Prot), over 27000 sequences (represented by the dark grey
square) are known to have over one hundred thousand structures in the Protein
Data Bank (PDB) – these sequences are listed in Table S1. Over 1225 of the cura-
ted sequences (represented by the black square within the light grey square) are
known to be Intrinsically Disordered Proteins (IDPs) in DisProt – these sequences
are listed in Table S2. DisProt also has an additional 171 sequences classified as
IDPs but are not manually annotated and reviewed (i.e. are not in the UniprotKB:
Swiss-Prot database; hence represented by the small black square outside the
light grey square) – these sequences are listed in Table S3. In terms of covered
area by each class of sequences, the figure is drawn to scale. (B) Counting pepti-
des in primary sequences – example is shown for searching tetrapeptides in a
given sequence using four reading frames. The first 8 tetrapeptide reads are
shown (1-BJOU, 2-JOUX, 3-OUXB, 4-UXBJ, 5-XBJO, 6-BJOU, 7-JOUX, 8-OUXB; thus
in the first 8 reads, BJOU, JOUX and OUXB occur twice each). Non-standard amino
acid letters, i.e. BJOUXZ, were not counted for compiling the number of times a
given peptide occurs in a given sequence – the total occurrence of non-standard
amino acid letters was negligible (� 0.5%) in each dataset.
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Now using the standard 20 amino acids, we computation-
ally synthesized libraries of dipeptides (20� 20¼ 400), tripepti-
des (20x20x20¼ 8000), tetrapeptides (20x20x20x20¼ 160000)
and pentapeptides (20x20x20x20x20¼ 3200000). Thus, the
complete library contained 3368400 peptides (available in
Mittal et al., 2019). The next step was to count the number of
occurrences of each of these peptides in the four mutually
exclusive primary sequence sets (OnlySeq, StrucSeq, IDPsSeq
and IDPsUnRev). Occurrence of a given peptide was counted
by reading each sequence from the amino to carboxy termini
as shown in Figure 1B. The number of reading frames for each
sequence was equal to the size of the peptide. Thus, e.g. to
count the number of times a given tetrapeptide occurs in a
given sequence, four reading frames starting from the N-ter-
minal amino acid were utilized as shown in Figure 1B. While
sophisticated/comprehensive statistical analyses of the num-
ber of occurrences of different peptides in the four mutually
exclusive sequence datasets is very appealing (and will be pur-
sued in future), here we decided to focus specifically only on
absolute inferences that could be extracted.

Therefore, we simply counted how many peptide sequen-
ces did not occur even once in each of the datasets (i.e.
identification of “zero-occurrence” peptides). Table 1 shows
(i) all 400 dipeptides were present in all datasets, (ii) all tri-
peptides were present in “OnlySeq” and “StrucSeq”, but 06 &
3267 tripeptides were absent in “IDPsSeq” & “IDPsUnRev”
respectively, (iii) 02, 493, 32177 & 148360 tetrapeptides were
absent in “OnlySeq”, “StrucSeq”, “IDPsSeq” & “IDPsUnRev”
respectively, and, (iv) 90515, 874725, 2708458 & 3186870
pentapeptides were absent in “OnlySeq”, “StrucSeq”,
“IDPsSeq” & “IDPsUnRev” respectively.

The increasing number of absent peptides with decrease
in the size of sequence dataset was obviously as expected.
However, the key question was that in spite of total IDPs
being a very small fraction of all sequence data (e.g. IDPs are
�5% of “StrucSeq” and only �0.15% of “OnlySeq”), were
there peptides that were absent in sequences with structures
but present in intrinsically disordered proteins? To answer
the above question, we specifically collected the number of
peptides that were absent in “StrucSeq” to check their pres-
ence in “IDPsSeq” and “IDPsUnRev” as shown in Table 2.

Remarkably, of the 493 tetrapeptides and 874725 penta-
peptides absent in “StrucSeq”, 36 tetrapeptides and 26577
pentapeptides were found to be present in IDPs. In spite of
number of IDPs being miniscule fraction of number of
sequences with structures, identification of these unique
peptides exclusive to only IDPs provides a first-of-its-kind
sequence signature set for IDPs.

Unique tetrapeptide signatures exclusively present
in IDPs

Table 3 lists all unique tetrapeptides exclusively present only
in IDPs (i.e. absent in StrucSeq and present in IDPs).

Two interesting observations emerge from these tetrapep-
tides – (i) The residue A (i.e. alanine) is missing, i.e. compos-
itionally these tetrapeptides exclusive to IDPs utilize only 19
of the 20 amino acids: Why this is so remains unanswered as
of now – however it is interesting to note that alanine scan-
ning/replacement by alanine is a routine protocol followed
in molecular biology for functional studies of protein sequen-
ces; and, (ii) all of the unique tetrapeptides have at least one
tryptophan (W). Thus, all reviewed sequences classified as
IDPs have at least one “W” – this may have important func-
tional implications. The conformational flexibility rendered by
tryptophan residues especially at the aqueous and non-aque-
ous interfaces does provide an appealing functional feature
of these tetrapeptide signatures of IDPs – this is supported

Table 1. Counting peptides absent in sequences from UniProt (Swiss-Prot) and DisProt.

Total number

Curated sequences (UniProt: Swiss-Prot)
Non-curated

OnlySeq StrucSeq IDPsSeq IDPsUnRev

Sequences 560823 þ (171)$ 532638� 26960�� 1225��� 171����
Dipeptide 400 – – – –
Tripeptide 8000 – – 06 3267
Tetrapeptide 160000 02 493 32177 148360
Pentapeptide 3200000 90515 874725 2708458 3186870
$Sequences which are listed as IDPs in Disprot but are not a part of Swiss-Prot and are found as unreviewed sequences
in TrEMBL.�Listed at http://web.iitd.ac.in/�amittal/Data_Mittal_etal_IDPs_JBSD.html.��Listed in Table S1.���Listed in Table S2.����Listed in Table S3.

Table 2. Number of unique peptides exclusively present in IDPs only.

Absent in StrucSeq Absent in StrucSeq but Present in IDPsSeq Absent in StrucSeq but Present in IDPsUnRev

Tetrapeptide 493 36� 0
Tetrapeptide 874725 26577�� 513���
�Listed in Table 3.��Listed in Table S4.���Listed in Table S5.

Table 3. Unique tetrapeptide signatures exclusive to IDPs.

GYWC CCWW CWWH MWCH RIWW WQWH
SWMC CNNW IMFW MWQC WPMQ WKWW
PYWC CQHW NNWC HCMW WPMM WECF
VMCW CKCW NWFW HIWW WCII WMGH
TKMW CMHW MCTW HWTF WCMQ WYWP
THMW CMWW MDQW HWTW WLMM WWFS
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by the recent findings on solvent-dependent dynamics of
IDPs (Salvi et al., 2019).

Here, it is pertinent to mention that earlier work has
attempted to classify amino acid residues into two groups –
order-promoting and disorder-promoting, based on their
abundance in structured proteins and IDPs/IDRs (Uversky,
2013). For example, W and C, in spite of being classified by
Uversky (2013) as having lowest propensities for disorder, are
dominantly present in Table 3. Similarly one may note that
all unique tetrapeptides in Table 3 contain at least one
order-promoting residue; many of these tetrapeptides

contain several order-promoting residues; and a few tetra-
peptides are entirely composed of order-promoting residues.
Thus, it may be argued that these peptides are short regions
with high order propensity (i.e. sequence stretches contain-
ing order-promoting residues), located within the longer dis-
ordered regions or complete IDPs. They may serve as
recognition motifs for interaction with specific partners
which undergo disorder-to-order transition as a result of the
partner binding. Such disorder-based binding regions are
known as molecular recognition elements/features -
“MoREs”/”MoRFs” (Bourhis et al., 2004; Cheng et al., 2007;

Figure 2. Homo-motifs in exclusive pentapeptide signatures of IDPs. Number of unique pentapeptides that serve as exclusive signatures of IDPs with Di-Motifs (i.e.
with “XX” at any of the positions; left panel) and Tri-Motifs (i.e. with “XXX” at any of the positions; right panel). Peptides containing Di- and Tri- Motifs are listed in
Table S7 and Table S8 respectively.

Figure 3. Unique and exclusive signatures identify new IDPs from sequences without structural information. Out of the 493 tetrapeptides absent in sequences of
structured proteins (represented by dark grey box), 36 were present in IDPs (represented by black box) – these 36 peptides were present in only 1349 out of
532638 sequences without structural information (represented by light grey box). The 1349 newly identified IDPs are listed in Table S6. Similarly, out of the 874725
pentapeptides absent in sequences of structured proteins (represented by dark grey box), 26577 were present in IDPs (represented by black box) – these 26577
peptides were present in a staggering 265407 out of 532638 sequences without structural information (represented by light grey box). Due to the large size of the
dataset, the 265407 newly identified IDPs are listed at http://web.iitd.ac.in/�amittal/Data_Mittal_etal_IDPs_JBSD.html.
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Cukier, 2018; Mohan et al., 2006; Oldfield et al., 2005; Vacic
et al., 2007). If this is the case, then the complete absence of
these peptides from StrucSeq is indeed intriguing. However,
it is also important to consider that the classification of
amino acids into order-promoting and disorder-promoting
groups may have serious statistical limitations and possible
errors. This is due to the fact that relative abundance of
amino acids in structured proteins and IDPs/IDRs must be
viewed not only from the perspective of their mean occur-
rences in sequences but also from the perspective of the
respective standard deviations of the mean occurrences
(Mittal et al., 2010, 2020; Mittal & Jayaram, 2011a, 2011b).

Unique pentapeptide signatures exclusively present
in IDPs

On similar lines as above, supplementary Table S4 lists all
unique pentapeptides exclusively present only in IDPs (i.e.
absent in StrucSeq and present in IDPs). Here it is important
to note that at this point we focus only on the pentapepti-
des listed in Table S4 and not those listed in Table S5 as
exclusive pentapeptide signatures for IDPs – this is so
because Table S5 is based on non-curated protein sequences
only. It was important to explore possible physico-chemical
features that could be extracted from the pentapeptide sig-
natures exclusive to IDPs. Following key observations
emerged - (i) these pentapeptides utilize all 20 amino acids,
(ii) each of the 20 amino acids occur with very similar fre-
quency in these pentapeptides regardless of their specific
position (i.e. the frequency of occurrence of any given resi-
due is similar in any position from 1 to 5 in any given penta-
peptide containing that residue), and (iii) the frequency of
occurrence individual residues, regardless of their position in
a pentapeptide is independent of their (a) physical properties
such as molecular weight and hydropathy index (b) chemical
properties such as pI and pKa. Thus, compositionally, there
do not appear to be any physico-chemical signatures of the
unique pentapeptides exclusive to IDPs. That said, we noted
that very recently, the role of IDPs in pathology was discov-
ered in form of mutational “dileucinopathies” (Li & Babu,
2018; Meyer et al., 2018). Thus, we also analyzed the penta-
peptides listed in Table S4 for the presence of di- and tri-
homo-motifs. Of the 26577 unique pentapeptides exclusive
to IDPs, a total of 4659 pentapeptides had di-motifs (listed in
Table S7) and 144 had tri-motifs (listed in Table S8). Figure 2
shows residue-wise distributions of these homo-motifs (both
di- and tri-).

Interestingly, di-leucine motif is the least occurring
amongst all the di-motifs while di-methionine and di-histi-
dine are the highest occurring. Of the many interpretations
possible, the one emerging out appears to be that the dis-
covered role of “di-leucinopathies” is reflected in the minimal
occurrence of this motif – dileucine motifs are least preferred
and hence mutations leading to formation of these motifs
could lead to malfunction. This provides an appealing homo-
motif role – the more mutational occurrences of homo-
motifs found to be naturally less occurring would lead to
homo-motif-pathies.

Unique and exclusive signatures identify new IDPs from
532638 sequences without structural information

We believe it is important to summarize the findings to
emphasize the importance of the results obtained by an
algorithmic approach that is in complete contrast to the
standard approach of investigating consensus sequences as
functional signatures. Figure 3 shows that utilizing the 36
unique tetrapeptides as exclusive signatures of IDPs identifies
1349 new IDPs (in addition to �1400 already listed in
DisProt) out of more than half-a-million naturally occurring
primary sequences without any structural information; simul-
taneous utilization of 26577 unique pentapeptides serving as
exclusive signatures of IDPs identify that �50% of the cura-
ted sequences without structural information are actually
intrinsically disordered.

Based on exclusive tetra- and penta-peptide signatures,
signatures, the newly identified IDPs show the following
appealing observations –

i. Only a small fraction of the newly identified IDPs belong
to sequences from Homo sapiens; in fact the identified
sequences belong to a wide variety of species ranging
from prokaryotic to eukaryotic origins (but not to
Archaea). Interestingly, a few viruses (>20) with mam-
malian, invertebrate and even plants as hosts are also
found to contain sequences of the identified IDPs (e.g.
Feline foamy virus; African swine fever virus; Human
adenovirus 5; Human Herpesvirus; Invertebrate irides-
cent virus 6-IIV-6-Chilo iridescent virus; Nigerian sor-
ghum potyvirus-Dawa mosaic virus; Mirafiori lettuce big-
vein virus). E.g. based on tetrapeptides, the complete
list of species is provided in column G of Table S6.

ii. There is a large variety of functions of the cellular pro-
teins identified as IDPs. E.g., from column E of Table S6,
it is clear that the newly identified IDPs play varying
roles in metabolism, material transport, housekeeping
(e.g. chaperones, polymerases, amino acid-tRNA ligases,
ribosomal), secretion and signaling (kinases and phos-
phatases) along with others.

iii. The list of identified IDPs also contains certain organelle
specific proteins in eukaryotes and specific proteins
across several species (such grouping inferences are
open to interpretations and thus, instead of making
such inferences ourselves, we provide the actual data
only). This is made clear, e.g., by close inspection of col-
umns E and F in Table S6.

At this point, it is important to point out that the data on
exclusive tetra- and penta- peptide signatures of IDPs result
in discovery different IDP sets rather than one being a subset
of the other, possibly due to the novelty of the approach
used in this work (Figure 3). On one hand this may be per-
ceived as an interpretational challenge - e.g. is there any sig-
nificance of exclusive pentapeptide signatures identifying a
very large number of new IDPs compared to the relatively
small number of new IDPs identified by exclusive tetrapep-
tide signatures? On the other hand, our data clearly shows
that the usual extrapolations of peptide motifs to primary
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sequences towards functional inferences are not as trivial as
considered normally. Results obtained here are based on
explicit identification of sequences exclusively present in
IDPs only - these sequences are not found in proteins where
even a part of the primary sequence of a protein are
ordered/structured. Thus, the actual reason(s) behind the
exclusive peptide signatures of IDPs still remain elusive.
Although beyond the scope of this work, an interesting fol-
low-up could be splitting current hybrid “StrucSeq” dataset
into subsets containing “pure order” (i.e. whole Swiss-Prot
entries with complete structure and parts of Swiss-Prot
entries with “partial” PDB structures corresponding to
ordered regions) and “putative PDB disorder” (i.e. remaining
parts of Swiss-Prot entries with “partial” PDB structures). It
may then be interesting to see if disorder-specific signatures
derived for the current “IDPsSeq” dataset would be different
from the disorder-specific signatures derived from the
“putative PDB disorder” subset. Further, it may be also inter-
esting to see if order-specific signatures that can be derived
for the current hybrid “StrucSeq” dataset would be different
from the order-specific signatures that can be derived from
the “pure order” subset.

Conclusions

We have discovered a library of 36 tetrapeptides and 26577
pentapeptides that are exclusively present in intrinsically dis-
ordered proteins. In spite of the primary sequence space of
IDPs being �5% of the sequence space of structured pro-
teins, discovery of unique peptides exclusively present in the
former (and absent in the latter) is expected to provide a
considerable boost to efforts in not only identifying IDPs in
sequences without any structural information, but also in
specific investigations on functional roles of IDPs based on
their specific and exclusive signatures (i.e. tetra- and penta-
peptide sequences). Such direct and unambiguous identifica-
tion of a particular class of proteins, in this case IDPs, based
on exclusive signatures, in contrast to the standard approach
of investigating consensus sequences, is a first to
our knowledge.
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